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A method is given for solution of the problem of stresses In an Infinite, 
plecewlee homogeneous medium, weakened by a circular opening. Analytical 
continuation of Koloeov-Huekhell6hvill potentials Is used to reduce the 
problem to the form, allowing a direct solution by means of power series. 
An infinite system of linear alnebralc eauatlons comaed of the coefficients 
of the expansion la constructed-and solved by numeribal methods for the case 
of unlaxlal tensile deformation of a plate, with the elastic parameters of 
the material bown. 

Let us Imagine an Infinite continuous plate made of two materials posses- 
sing distinct elastic properties, sharing a cormon rectilinear boundary. 
Let one of the parts with elastic parameters 
half of the plane I I z + tv , 

X,, pir say, occupy the lower 

- the upDer half. 
and the other part with parroters Aa, )I#, 

Let us also assume that the Dleoewise hoaomxteous aedlum 
is weak&d by a circular opening, and la subject to external-stresses 
applied at the boundary of the opening and at Infinity. We shall assume the 
radius of the opening to be a unit rdlus with Its center at the origin of 
the coordinates. Then, the real axls x less the (-1, +l) segment will 
become the boundary which we shall denote by z . Further, we shall denote 
the lower and the upper half-plane without the res&ctive semi-circles by 
S- and S+, respectively, and the lower and the upper semicircular boundary 
by ~1 and ~a . 

We shall try to determine complex potentials cp and $ holomorphlc in 
S- and S+, respectively, and Identical indices will be used for the poten- 
tials and the corresponding elastic constants. We have the Sollowlng bound- 
ary value problem: -___ I_ 

‘PI (t) + (t - t) T>’ (t) + X1 (t) = f (t) on Tl 
-___ - 

‘Pz (t) + (t - t) Ta’ 0) + Xa (t) = f (t) 

‘pl (t) + xl(t) = W (t) + X-2 (t) 

h [Xl, Qr (t) - xi (t)l = %+?a (t) - Z4 (t) 

Here, f(t) Is some specified function of a point on the unit circle 

X (2) = ZT’ (2) + II (G h = pa/p1 (3) 

Adding and subtracting Equations (2) and changing over to con,ju&ate values 
in the second of them. we obtain 

(1 + w w(t) + (1 - v Xl (4 = (1 + 4 w w 
on L 

(%a + A) XI (t) + (%a - AXI) ‘pl (t) = (1 + xx) X2 (0 
(4) 
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It can easily be seen that the functions m2, v, , which can be defined ln 
s* by 

(i + W%(2) = (A- wil(4 i- (1 +%2)92((i)] 

h+ N x1(4 = (h- X2)cpl13) + (1 $-X2)X2(2) 

for zias+ (3 

extend, by analytic continuation, the values of the complex potentials tplr 
Xl, into Pr across the Ilne 
tended over s+ by Bquatlons (5 5 

In other words, functions (o,, x1., ex- 
I&, by (4), be holomorphlc over the whole 

plane with a circular opening. 
!Phls extended domain we shall now call S , t%nd the functions (DL, xX 

holomorphic on it, IJI and x . 
Now we can express ~2, ~2 ln terms of just introduced cp and y . 
Use OS the new notation will transform (5) into 

(I+ %a) T2 (2) = (Ii- &Xl) rp (4 -!- (1 - 11) X(z) 

(1 + x2) x2 fz) = (X2 + h) X (2) f (x2 - hk) 6 (2) 
(6) 

when d la on s+. 
If we now substitute 

“I 
, ~2 obtained Prom the prevloua equations Into 

the second condition of (1 , then the following boundary aondltlons: 

T (t) + (t - t> F@j + x(t) = f (t) on 71 
(9 

--i--- 
?P(Of(t-t)T (~~+X(tjt-clrp(~+R1C(t)+Y~(t)+~(t-~t)~(~)=~i~a)f(t-) Qx 7.2 
where 

(8) 
will yield the functions cp and v holomorphlc on S . 

We shall proceed to solve (7) by asaumlng that on S , 

cp (2) = fj a* z-i, 

k=l 
x; (2) = jyj CkCk 

k-1) 
1% 

Now, aesumlng th8t the aerlea obta,ined from (9) by differentiation con- 
verge unlformIy on the circle, let us collect the left-hand sides of Equa- 
tlons (7). The result of this will be 

-- 
Q @f + (t - tf Q’ (t) + x(tf= co + 2 a$-k + fj “i(’ tk 

k=l k-1 

acp(G + Px @I + ri (q + 7 (f ---iI x’ (2) = a& + yj i-g-K + g 9,” tk 
k=t k=l 

where 
(t = P, Ogfif2n) GO) 

‘, 
I- - 
= ‘k + ka, - @ - 2, a&2 

Qk” = OLRk + @k -t r &k - tk - 2) ~k._~f 
(k = 1,2, 3, * . .) (1%) 

In (II), the term containing the factor (k - 2) should be omitted, when 
the Value of k - 1. Xn the argument following, we shall make use of the 
equalities 
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Which are easily obtained by integrating by parts the respective sums. 

Also, we shall introduce the function a(t) definedon the unit circle 
as follows': 

s(t) = f(i) on, 71, g(t)=fl -t_01)fft) on Tz (13) 

If now 
30 ax 

g(t)== 2 ‘J*tk, A& s(t) t.-"-'dt (k =O, 5 1, % 2, . ..) (i4) 

k=-cc 
\ & 
0 

then substituting (14) into (7) and comparl 
7 

the coefficients of like powers 
of tnjn=O,lt ?,k 2, . ..I. we shall, using (12 , obtain 

a (-l)n-l - 
-2Yi n 

co =: A,, 

+g-i)“--1- 

“ni TL 
co = ‘1_, (15) 

(a = 1, 2, 3, . . .) 

The set of Equations (15) represents an infinite system of linear alge- 
braic equation8 In terms of the unknown ooefficients of the series (9). 
For particular values of elastic parameters of the materials, e.g. a = 0 f 
when the elastic constants are connected by the relation ~QXZ -&% we can 
using elementary operations, eliminate from (15) all a, (75 = 0, 1, 2, . ..I 
and obtrrln a uet of equation6 containing oxily the unknowns oI fk- O,l, 2, . . .). 
For the arbitrary elaetio parameters however, the attempt at reduadng the 
system would not be expedient. 

For numerical methods to be applied, a finite system is required and this 
can be obtadned from (15) for some n - N %n the following mnner: we shtil 
define both unknowns cn and a, in terms of one variable x 

ran= % (n = 0, 1, . . *), 2**_1 = n, (IZ --- 1, 2, . ..) 06) 

and shall write the reduoed system 89 follows: 

where 
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Using the above formulas to solve (15) we can determine both pairs of the 
Kolosov-~s~elishvlli potentials and hence, find the remaining unknowns. 
As a particular case of some practical value we shall quote the sum of nor- 
mal stresses on the contour of the opening, {assting the absence of StFeSSeS 
at Infinity), the formulas for which are 

on n(n,< 8 d2n) 

k=l 

on rz(O\(@<;sl) 

br+68=-4 g k 
A=1 

I( xga + 6x;,,) cos (k + 1) 6 + (‘ea - Sx,J sin (k + 1) 81 (18) 

Sk = Xk'i_ ix,“ (k = 0, i,...), 
J.k--P?. 

"==r1(l+Xz) 

We shall not consider here the theoretical aspects of the problem. To 
illustrate the method, we shall use the case of a nonhomogeneous plate with 
an opening, subject to a uniform tensile stress applied at infinity In the 
direction of the x-axis. 

By denoting the tenalle stress by p we obtain 

f (t) = l/s p (t-1 - 1) (t = P, O<l?,<ZZC) (19) 

Furler coefficients of the function 8(t) deQ?rminable by (131, are 

Al=-(l++)+, A_, = (1+ +) $- ) 
a (- l)=-l - 1 

An==~,i na-1 P (20) 

(n = 0, * 2, rt 3, . . .) 
We shall assume the Poisson coefficients to be Identical for the purpose 

of our calculations. Hence n2=xp=n. In this case, the constants a,@, . . 
shown above can be expressed in terms of x and the elastic moduli X by 

x (I - h) (x - 1) (1 - h) 
p=- lt_hx ’ 

I-h 
a= l+hx ’ T=l+h?O 6= (h = g) (21) 

The reduced system (17) was programed and solved on the EXM-2 (BEs)rl- 2) 
computer by LP. Vakhtangadze for various values of the parameter X atn=2 
(Poisson coefficient for both materials was assumed to be 0.25). 

The caiculatlons have shown that the boundary conditions of the problem 
(7) were satisfied to the acceptable degree of accuracy already for X = 8. 
This is equivalent to solving a set of 34 real equations. Below, the rlght- 
hand side shows the values of the coefficients 
ration 

h, kp of the stress concent- 

k = p-1 max (Us + ua) 

on the lower and upper semi-circle 

h = 0.25 0.50 0.75 
kI = 3.5925 3.2854 3.1041 
k, = 2.5885 2.7605 2.8952 

It should be noted that for the homogeneous case (X m l), we have kl = ko- 3. 

Translated by ILK. 


